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First Things First
Letterfrom From the Mann Himself
thee  1/!- or
dacy process and the reality of it.
If current thinking is accurate,
our experiences in one arena of emo-
By Natalie Gessert
By John tional process( nuclear family,family
Martin Mann of origin, congregational family or
Concord managing editor Seminary pastor work system) dramatically impacts
It's the most wonderful time of the year. No, I
our functioning in other arenas of
don't mean the birth of Jesus Christ... I mean, its I am looking emotional process. We are therefore
Approval Season. forward to this well advised to pay attention to our
Ironically, Approval Season aligns itself well issue of the Con-   personal history and experience ( for
with Hunting Season. Seniors may do well to wear cord on the candidacy process and example, with authority) when we are
targets on their shirts signaling to the general public process in general since I have spent preparing for an encounter reminis-
that they are now fully capable of telling: l)their call
most of my life on one side or the oth cent of this issue in a new arena. Thestory 2) the implicit function of the theology of the
cross and 3) why they are better equipped for sunny er Of a candidacy table.( It is wonder-   capacity to know ourselves, regulate
Seattle than a 5-point parish in rural North Dakota.      ful as Seminary Pastor to be immune ourselves and hear others in these
LS Alumni Christian Muellerleile said it best in from participation here at Luther.)       conversations is often critical to our
his senior chapel sermon. As Arlo Guthrie says in As one who has spent considerable success.( It helps to know the content
his story of Alice's Restaurant about the military
draft during the Vietnam War, " there's a building time lately studying family process as well!)
down on Whitehall Street in NYC where you get in-     in congregational life, I am glad to I am personally convinced that
jetted, in-spected, de-tected, in-fected, neglected,     see attention given to the factors that more attention to these process is-
and se- lected;" a regimen not unlike the candidacy.   matter most in relationships and con-   sues can be important in our capacity
process, where one may feel subordinated, indoctri-
nated, infuriated, matriculated, whiz-banged, ha-     gregational ministry. Peter Steinke,   to function in ministry and real life.
rangued, strained, pained, tamed- and if you still a Friedman-Bowen specialist in con-   Occasions for learning how we do are
haven' t had enough, ordained." For seniors, this is gregational consultation, is fond Of valuable.
the end of a four-year-long job interview saying that Our seminaries focus 90
In the overwhelming response received for this is-     percent on content and 10 percent on At the request of several students
sue, a pattern emerged. While many do have a good
experience in the process, many do not. The environ-     process
m our preparation for minis-   and student government leaders, pri-
ment cultivated in this process has some destructive try.In the life of congregations, most vate confession will be offered on a few
tendencies. Over twenty students were unwilling to of what happens is 90 percent emo-   dates during the Advent season. Times
publicly describe a negative candidacy experience tional process and 10 percent content.   andplaces will be announced on the In-
for fear of retribution, which is whywe made a rare I suspect some similar disparity ex-   tranet, and questions can be addressedexception to publish one student anonymously.While
those who offered constructive reviews, anecdotes,     ists in our expectations of the candi-   to the Seminary Pastor
and interviews are to be highly commended, what
about that voiceless crowd? Are we to leave them to
hushed complaints and unchecked frustrations?
This
ha ges, namely,
year has been packed with
n the next CONCORDpositive c n , Ha el, the work of our student l
council. As for candidacy committees, one professor
remarked," synods put really good people on[ candi-
dacy committees]." Some contributing to the process Behind the Maskaren't out for blood.
So what are we hoping for in the midst of such a
frustrating yet well-meaning process?" I just want to We' re wondering what people around here are thinking.
get out of here" is the senior mantra. Most remark
Or feeling. Obelieving.that seminary was some of the toughest years of g r g•
their lives, with emphasis on social and emotional What do all those words ending in- tion,- ology and- ical really mean?
stress. The entire process is indeed designed to What are we supposed to agree on? Can we disagree? How?
test your competency in a variety of ways. But all
seminarians, regardless of program, should know
how Christian's sermon ends, " God[ loves you] not Please submit articles by Wednesday, Jan. 3, 2007.
because of your test scores, grades, interviewing Until then, Merry Christmas from the Concord.prowess, experience, dynamism, or righteousness,
but because Jesus loves you to death." And its worth
getting through seminary to tell others just that. If interested in being solicited for articles in the future, please send an e- mail to concord@luthersem.
edu. Pay rate is$ 15 per article with up to 250 words and$ 25 per article with more than 250 words.
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concord@juthersem. edu•( 651) 641- 3260 Luther Seminary,2481 Como Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55108, and reflects Readers are encouraged to interact with the Concord in a
no official position of Luther Seminary nor of the Evangelical variety of ways. Articles and" Letters to the Editor" are welcomed,
in ed1fOY
Lutheran Church in America( ELCA). The Concord is distributed as are less formal responses offered through the online version. AllNatalie L. Gessert, managing in both a print and an electronic format. Copyright 2006- 07, Luther submissions should include the author's name, telephone number
Andy Behrendt, production manager Seminary.All rights reserved, and, if applicable, class standing. Submissions should be received
Edward Glade, copy editor
Permission is given for the duplication of this publication in our mailbox in the Olson Campus Center( 701); at our office,
for the personal use of persons associated with Luther Seminary.   Gullixson 10; or by e-mail.
Jeni Falkman, contributing editor No other use is allowed without the expressed written consent of The managing editor reserves the right to publish, edit, or
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International  &  Ecumenical Spotlight
By the Grace of God
Making it to the U.S. a process in itself for student from Southwest India
By Jayamon Yohannan
M.Th. student I knew that getting a student visa from India to the Unit-
My name is Jayamon Yohannan,   ed States would be difficult, but after prayer, I made a de-
and I am currently pursuing a Master Clsion by faith to Continue my studies.of Theology in Islamic Studies here at
Luther Seminary. I am from the state of began the master's program. I realized previous studies. In five minutes, heKerala. Kerala is small state located in that I needed to take the TOEFL( Test of asked more than 30 questions. It seemed
the southwest corner of India.       English as a Foreign Language). It was as though the visa would not be given.In 1998, I finished my undergraduate
challenging for me since my English However, the officer told me, " You needdegree from Calicut University with a foundation was based on the British to do your studies. I am granting you an
major in history. God guided me to go language system,  and I had limited F1 student visa. Good luck."for theological studies in a four-year
exposure with American English.  I When I came to Chicago,  I wasbachelor' s program in divinity. During enrolled in a TOEFL program, although interviewed once again.  The officerthis time, one of my teachers and some course and exam fees were expensive.       checked my passport,  1- 20 form and
of.my friends encouraged me to focus my The next problem was getting a visa to fingerprints and asked some questions.
studies on Islam. There is a demand for
come to the United States by July.There One of the final questions was," What areIslamic teachers in theological schools. I
were no appointments available from the first five books in the Bible?" Finally,
realized the need and decided to pursue October to July.If I did not get the visa, I I got the approval to enter the United
a master' s degree at Henry Martyn felt, all my efforts would be in vain. I felt States.  Throughout my travels,  theInstitute, Hyderabad. I was informed pressure as m friends and family did securitythat I needed to gain an Arabic language Y Y Y guards checked and questioned
not understand why I wanted to study me to ensure that I was coming as a
and post-graduate diploma in Interfaith Islam since it required so much time student and not as a terrorist.Relations and Islamic Studies prior to
and work. In addition, I did not have the Now I am here at Luther Seminary,the master's program.  Furthermore,   uncial resources to continue. I simply and I am adjusting. I am grateful forthe master's program that was offered prayed and trusted God to work.     the opportunity to be here, and I believe
existed as a collaborated program with Henry Martyn Institute wrote to the that my studies will help me to growLuther Seminary,St. Paul, Minn.    U.S. consulate in Chennai, and by the spiritually, scholarly and socially. I have1 knew that getting a student visa grace of God, I got an appointment in experienced many struggles and trialsfrom India to the United States would June and went for an interview.Security throughout my life, and it has been quitebe difficult, but after prayer, I made a
measures were tough, and all officers a journey. However, I know that God isdecision by faith to continue my studies.   were strict. During the interview, the with me, and he is helping me.I completed the required diploma and
officer asked many questions about my
Not Justfor Lutherans
But "ecumenical seminary" perhaps not a fair label
By Brandon Perrine seminary that is open to non-Lutherans, but it has not always
M.Div. senior been a place where mutual learning and transformative
dialogue has taken place between the Lutherans and the
Luther Seminary has been an interesting journey! I began others. I have been disappointed with the general lack of
my search for a seminary as a nominally Baptist student at a knowledge among students and, at times, faculty with regard
Presbyterian college while I was attending a United Methodist to non-Lutheran traditions. It seems that criticisms of other
church. Denominational ties were not especially important to traditions are often spawned by notions preconceived out of
me then. Iwas drawn to Luther for its academic reputation and ignorance rather than critical conversations that arise out of
was impressed by the number of non-Lutheran faculty.The rich experience and knowledge.
and varied traditions of the ecumenical students on campus It should be said that many of my professors have gone out
confirmed my intuitions that this was indeed a place where of their way to aid in making their courses fit the needs of
I could study, learn and grow. Truth be told, I was sold on the students of other denominations. The office of the ecumenical
place when I read that Luther Seminary had a brass ensemble!    student coordinator has proven to be a great resource for me in
Luther has in fact been a wonderful place of enrichment my journey through the candidacy and discernment processes.
and development. Still, I'm not sure that it would be fair to Still, in this community, a rich diversity of voices is present
call Luther an ecumenical seminary. To be sure, Luther is a and should be heard, considered and engaged.
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Candidacy
How Did We Get Here?
ELCNs candidacy process a hybrid of ALC, LCA processes
By Arland J. Hultgren provide guidance to the student while in good, since the seminary faculties know
Asher O. and Carrie Nasby Professor seminary.During the senior year,a dossier the students best. It is like the LCA process
of New Testament was prepared for each student containing in that decisions for ordination are left
reports and three letters from faculty primarily to the synods ( actually, to the
I have been asked to rehearse members ( adviser, a second chosen by the candidacy committees in the ELCA). The
candidacy processes over the long student, a third chosen by the Academic church ordains, and so the decision for
haul,  revisiting the processes in Dean), and the dossier went to the bishop ordination should be made by the church,
the predecessor churches that came of the student' s home synod. The faculty not the faculties. (One could say, however,
into the ELCA( the AELC, ALC, and voted on the" endorsement" of graduating that in the ALC the seminary faculties
LCA). Since I know nothing about seniors for ordination, but did not compose were in fact candidacy committees acting
the AELC process, I must limit my a formal, corporate statement concerning on behalf of the church.)
review to the two larger bodies,   them. The student then appeared before One hears concerns about the ELCA
the ALC and LCA. Since space is the Examination Committee of the home process from time to time. Some of the
limited, only the framework of each synod. The decision of that committee was most common questions raised are these:
can be reviewed  ( nothing about forwardedtothesynodforfinalactionatthe Is the process too cumbersome?  Too
psychological and/ or vocational annual synod assembly( late May or June),   expensive? Too time consuming?Or,on the
testing, CPE, and the like). I should which typically ended with the service of other hand, does it devote sufficient time
add one more disclaimer. To do this ordination for all candidates ( graduates and attention to students? And what about
assignment, a person has to. recall from various seminaries) that had been the seminary experience?Does the process
processes in place about 20 years ago approved. The synodical membership of inhibit relationships between students
and more( prior to 1987). In spite of a student assigned to another synod was and faculty members in both academic
my best efforts to recall processes transferred after ordination.    and personal matters? Above all, does the
back then, there will inevitably be The candidacy process of the ELCA is a process serve the church as well as can
gaps in what is recorded here.   hybrid,seekingto combine thebestfeatures be expected? Perhaps the time is drawing
In the ALC, each student planning of both processes. It is like the ALC process nigh to ask what we have learned about
on ordination went through two main in that seminary faculties have a more the strengths and weaknesses of the ELCA
steps. The first was " matriculation"   direct ecclesial role in the process than process over the last 20 years.
during the first full year of studies.   in the LCA. That is generally considered
A committee of two faculty members
reviewed a student' s record,  met
with the student and made a From the Concord archives ...
recommendation for matriculation
to the faculty, which voted on the
recommendation. The second major 1141Roo11ctry r T oFi U{ tLY SOCIM4"
Marl 1 fti444W Wl@xEwrand
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Each student was required to write
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IF YOU:    TYPE:
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ordination). Once again a committee p ikt books'   S
of two faculty members reviewed aaCA ra youa to k 54 J lwp-  5  
student' s record and met with the pe— lift'_fqpe; v dicafor
l  epi u! ate N
student to discuss the essay and any
other matters related to candidacy.   
s
J
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was brought to the full faculty N•• tU
for a vote.  Following a positive ST r rrao PTRdv" T EAtStNCr
1
Fkou £ fl4tl LhTGLrV c'?! LHT   QQ I l r 
vote,  these became the faculty's TL, Tµ RPOROOksAlE sAcAL d. a,   n- . a susA P. t.r<, obYrVonf FU£- M'aWS.
recommendation and formal, TATOPE WITA Yana KW51NACe
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corporate statement, and the student TYPE' 
SEF
voa ocN7«. a:;
E 70,c FP( UleD EKiROV£kt
was eligible for district assignment,
atM9t;er- clave^ cues.      L;   naa 1
call and ordination on completion of
the M.Div..degree.      cmwu vaa ELECT- o oft«  +, c, pt
f'r-RTaReS cry ravty @Matit>n k) S, P r a`" ue MOJ#h. ti+'.     ESTP €In the LCA, each student planning      ;       
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on ordination was registered with I
the Church Vocations Committee of
his or her home synod, which was to
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Candidacy
THOUGHTS ON Good Ideas5  ( Paper)
A close-up on the current candidacy process
By Michael Rogness 3.     Students'   experiences withSo far, so good Professor of Preaching candidacy committees vary,   because
there is a wide variety in how candidacy
By Justin Nickel So let' s take a run at a favorite topic committees operate.   Each one is
M.Div. junior around cafeteria tables: the " candidacy independent, and two similar students
process" and candidacy committees. can have quite different experiences.
Having only endured the entrance The intention is good. When I went 4. Whereas committees want to beinterview, I' ll say that my experience here,  there was no such machinery helpful—and they really do want to—
with my candidacy committee has Synod/ district offices had no way of
students see the whole process as a seriesbeen pretty positive.  They didn't knowing who from their synods were
of hoops they have to jump through and
assume that readinga brief statement attending seminary,  except maybe by
most experience the hoops as unnecessary.
of faith granted them some godlike hearing second or third hand. For aexample,
insight into who I am as a person, and In the spring, call committees would
pproval essays have to be
they seemed genuinely interested descend on campus, buttonhole seniors written exactly when interns need some
in my goals for church leadership.     and interview them. So the deck was vacation time between internship' s end
Plus, they are aware that these goals stacked against congregations at a and school' s beginning. Some students
may evolve during my time here, so distance, who would find it difficult to
see their committees as gatekeepers to
it is helpful to not have unnecessary seiad call committees to St. Paul.      
ministry and worry far too much about
pressure. Finally, our session closed The assignment process was set up
endorsement and approval.
with a doxology common to most about 1960 to distribute seniors more 5. Students can't criticize the process
Colorado Lutherans,  a singing of equitably around the country.Good idea.    openly,  because the committees hold
John Denver's  " Rocky Mountain In setting up the ELCA, the suggestion students' futures in their hands. Students
High." I ask you, can anyone have a was made that synods be in touch with can't risk antagonizing the system( even
negative experience singing John students from their areas, so that home though many committee members would
Denver tunes? church synods could help them in willingly consider comments), and that's
preparation for ministry. Also a good an inherently unhealthy system.
idea, on paper.       How would I adjust the process?
For most students, these contacts have First, I would use the telephone. For
been helpful. For every 50 students who example, have a conference call ratherWithout a Voice have a good experience, one encounters than having a fine student with a fine
glitches, and of course, the 1- in-50 are the academic and internship record fly out to
By Anonymous stories buzzing around cafeteria tables.      the west coast for an interview. Second, I
M.Div. intern For all these years I've worked with would encourage candidacy committees
students going through the" process," and to cooperate.  Ask the committee in
When you are sitting in front of a here are the problems as I see them, both Northeast Iowa to interview a student
group of people who are uninterested through students' eyes and my own:  at Wartburg and report to the student's
in your academic work,  instead 1. It's a local system appliedto national synod in Montana. Third, I would assignfocusing on personal inventories
seminaries. Candidacy committees are by one person on a committee to be the
and profiling,  the experience can contact person for a student during allnature territorial, and students who optfeel very threatening. The committee the years at seminary, so students aren't
has unchecked to go to seminaries away from their homepower to declare a meeting strangers at every candidacy
personality flaw in a candidate and
area encounter complications. Students
committee meeting. Fourth, I would leave
find that are asked to travel at considerableperson unfit for ministry the approval for ordination process up
The less I see of them, the better I
expense and often at inconvenient times
to the seminaries, because by that time
feel. The less I offer myself to them,     b
meetings. Much of this could be solved
we know the students far better than a
the better I feel. However,this sets up
as
conference phone calls, by synods
candidacy committee. Sixth, I would try to
an unhealthyasking other synods to interview studentspattern for the future.     
on their behalf or other means.       enable students not to perceive the processThe people on these committees come as adversarial or a hurdling ordeal,
from synod offices, and they are the 2. The process is expensive. It costs although that's really a responsibility of
same point people under whom we    $ 650 to pay a full year of education for the committees themselves.
will work. How can we trust them?     a Masai girl at an Operation Bootstrap Bottom line: Synods put really good
We give permission for the synod school in Tanzania. How much does it people on these committees. They want to
offices and their representatives to cost to fly people from all these candidacy be, and generally are, helpful to students.
behave however they wish in the committees all over the country for The problems that exist are systems and
relationship, yet we who will serve endorsement interviews,   which are organizational problems. Most of them
are allowed no voice. Hasn' t God usually fairly perfunctory?It's distressing could be solved with modest effort.
called my voice to preach?  stewardship and bothers me a lot.
Perspectives on the Process
Seeking Law and THOUGHTS ON
Gospel in Candidacy CLINICAL PASTORAL EDUCATION
By den Kuntz
M.A. senior CPE: pastoring and proclaiming
What is the role of a candidacy committee?     By Carl Fiskness
Evidently it is twofold. When candidacy committees M.Div. senior
function correctly,  they mentor fledglings and
monitor the gate. The weighty task set before a I believe that CPE, overall, was a good learning
candidacy committee is to firmly guide students experience. I felt better prepared for internship
through discernment with encouragement and because of my experiences with crisis situations.
understanding while simultaneously checking Nevertheless, I think we could do better. While
to make sure we follow the rules.  Candidacy I was not surprised, I still was disappointed by
committees are called to deliver two words: the the theological convictions of the chaplains. My
law and the gospel. Where one is, the other is supervisor is rostered with the ELCA but does not
immediately present. believe in the afterlife or that Jesus Christ died on
Now there are some candidacy committees that the cross for our sins. He even claimed that the atonement has never
are reported to actually do what they set out to do:     been a part of" Lutheran tradition." In my final evaluation, my ministry
to convey these two words properly.There are also style was assessed as being too strong " on proclamation." One of the
many who fall decidedly short, injuring all in their other chaplains shared at lunch that if she couldn' t be UCC, she would
paths. The result? A confusion of law and gospel be Wiccan.
and a division of Christ. For committees which
make good on their word: thanks be to God! For
committees which fall short of the ideal: speak CPE grants significant, meaningful tools
up. To hand over less than both words is to divide
Christ. In this we are to render righteous anger.
That which is not preached, we cannot receive.  By Joy Halstead
No doubt you sense the dilemma. " I am in no M. A. junior plus
position to burn bridges. Thanks for your lofty
comments, but I' d rather just get through the hoops CPE opens up many opportunities for students to
than be labeled a pot stirrer." If such are your create and develop learning goals that will challenge
words, rest assured you are in very good company.     them to better understand themselves and their
Thus ensues the drama of seminary.  We are pastoral identity. In CPE, I was handed significant
gathered and charged as the hope of the future of and meaningful tools that encouraged self-awareness
the church. Many have told me" We need you. The and self care, accountability and camaraderie among
church needs you." Their words are true, to be sure.     colleagues and a variety of new insights to what it
What of the dichotomy?How does it work when the means to live a holistic life. I believe that the time
hand that feeds you is also the one which chastises and energy that is given to such focused study and authentic ministry is
you? For God this is surely no problem. Our Lord an integral piece to the seminary experience. Though it was hard work
bears his two words in their proper application. It and at times exhausting, CPE was a life-giving experience where I gained
is no small feat for him to do this, but if anyone is confidence to share my faith voice, new insights of how to integrate faith,
actually going to deliver what they promise, it will life and clarity in where the Spirit continues to nudge.
be God. Most certainly our ways are not his ways.
There are countless candidacy committee stories to
witness at the trial. Seminary Basketball:Do I have an absolute solution? Sorry, I do
not. This problem is one beyond the reach of Healthy Exercise or Ministry Menace?
an individual. However, I do propose that we be
wise as serpents in our awareness that candidacy So you want to be a healthy leader? How about joining your fellow
committees are given two words to use. I would be seminarians for a little round ball on Thursday nights at the Murray Middle
foolish not to mention that we should also be gentle School gym? Our skill levels are rich in diversity, and our banter is active and
as doves when we prepare to apply the law and lively. So come on down to the Murray gym, behind campus on Grantham
gospel to our candidacy committees. Again, you Street. We' ll be there 7- 9 p.m. every Thursday( except Nov. 30, Dec. 28, Jan.
sense the fragility of our position and situation as 4), and next semester, we' ll be adding Monday nights, as well. A faculty/ staff
students. What I do know is that the next time I face
vs. students game is also being discussed. So if you know any faculty or staff
my candidacy committee, I will be equipped with members that seem like they haven't brought their A game to a court since
the gospel and will be better prepared to defend
the' 70s, start talking trash immedately. Peace out, playas.
against the sword my committee wields.
Internship
Failing Internship
God's power in our weakness
By Kevin Bergeson We' ve all had those days when the
M.Div. senior
Lutherans ram around a couple of words until being
Holy Spirit has left our mouth and
bruised; they ooze a gelatinous fish that shall remain name-   we feel well,  vulnerable,  like Adam
less. Call: call, call, call. Sent: sent, sent, sent. Now, mission:    
and Eve post-apple and pre-stylish-mission, mission, mission. Whatever degree program, we are
inundated with a sense of God' s activity in these words. The leaves.
way we caress them, we must think we own these words. For
most any job, you are expected to have some " field" experi-
ence. This is where you take all your ivory town learning and thus, I choose the safe assignments instead of the ones that
do" parking lot" theology. You see if what you've been taught make me vulnerable to failure. This has been a huge lesson.
has some relevance in people' s daily lives. You stand there How can we embrace failure, not as an end point, but as a place
and the language you' ve been given comes tumbling, perhaps of imaginative, daily rebirth of our faith, thinking, pedagogy
clanking, out. It sounds so foreign at times, you don't even un-   and language? Douglas John Hall in Lighten Our Darkness
derstand it, but you say it anyway. Then, the moment comes,   said, `A faith that knows failure, and even begins in failure,
the" x" moment, the" oh, shit" moment of " What is the other can touch the lives of many today who otherwise do not have
person thinking I just said?" Maybe you' ll get the response like the courage to have failed." We are modeling learning for com-
the film character Billy Madison:      munities, and look how close they watch us when we fail. How
Mr. Madison, what you've just said is one of the most in-   can we model vulnerability and yet tenacious integration of
sanely idiotic things I have ever heard. At no point in your the wisdom we are gaining from our field experiences?
rambling, incoherent response were you even close to anything Internship is a process whereby we are fashioned into lead-
that could be considered a rational thought. Everyone in this ers. Leaders need to lead. While we are suspicious of those
room is now dumber for having listened to it. I award you no wielding power and how they do it, we are stewards of that
points, and may God have mercy on your soul."     power. We are all( not just pastors) called to serve one another,
We' ve all had those days when the Holy Spirit has left our to empower all people to serve their neighbor in love( sent) in
mouth and we feel well, vulnerable, like Adam and Eve post-ap-   Jesus' name for the sake of the world( mission). Our challenge
ple and pre-stylish-leaves. Internship is a host of lessons on try-   is to be able to articulate our own weaknesses and talk about
ing out what we have learned on unsuspecting congregations failures, for I, like Hall, believe that through our failures as
or people. Every time, though, you then get the opportunity to leaders, people see Christ' s power made perfect in weakness.
think about what just happened. This is beautiful" learning:"   Power will be kept in check through our not letting God be
try,fail, reflect, repeat.   God. Internship is where our own discipleship is revealed in
With any type of field experience, we cannot be afraid to all its strengths and frailty,where our language succeeds and
fail. Ask first: what do I want to learn?I like to get things right;   falls short and where our God reminds us," I am big enough for
I like the praise of the crowd. I like it too much in fact, and your questions."
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Curriculum
Practical Theology?
For what does our curriculum train us?
By Tyler Hepner
M.°' v. senior It is indeed a pious desire to bring more
When I decided nearly four years ago to attend Luther of the real world into the classroom,  butSeminary for my pastoral training,  I was immediately
dissuaded by my great uncle, who actually offered to support certain things simply cannot be replicated
me financially if I would go to a non-ELCA seminary.This was
not because he was unfamiliar with Luther. He actually was in an academic vacuum.
trained here as a pastor himself. He has become, however, to
say the least, disenchanted with what seminary education
has become, which in his view has sold itself out to concerns be effective in ministry. Much of what is being addressed in
contrary to trust in the Word of God. One could claim that my the classroom, however, can only properly be taught in the
uncle's complaints about the seminary are simply narrow-   field of actual ministerial practice under apprenticeship. It is
minded and reactionary and consonantly dismiss them out of indeed a pious desire to bring more of the real world into the
hand. This would be a very narrow-minded and reactionary classroom, but certain things simply cannot be replicated in an
response.   academic vacuum." Every attempt to` bring' more of t`he real
What I failed to take into account previously and have been world' into the classroom therefore only caricatures the world,
here asked to reflect upon is the nature of the seminary's and exacerbates the classroom's inherent and ineradicable
curriculum, and how it shapes the overall process of training abstraction"( Jenson).
for Christian ministry.While different reasons can be proffered Being presented with such a smorgasbord of teachings
for the changes Luther has undergone— the teaching needs to would be more easily bearable, although no more justified,
reflect the times inorder to be relevant; lack of financial support if students were given some formal training in philosophical
from the institutional church has made Luther a tuition-   adjudication. While philosophy is an activity which simply
driven school; a classical education cannot be maintained in   " aims at the logical clarification of thoughts" ( Wittgenstein),
an anti-intellectual culture — the structure of an academic and while philosophy is so intrinsic to the theological task
curriculum relates causally to the kind of pastors it produces,   that the history of Western religious thought cannot even be
and we should at minimum be aware of the effects of these made sense of without it, the seminary curriculum does not
changes. Robert Jenson remarked in an article on seminaries have room even for a single course. What this means, finally, is
that " an institution and a vital purpose can sometimes turn that students are rarely left with anything more than personal
into destructive antagonism." Such is the case, he taste for making theological judgments, and about
said already in 1989, with our seminaries, and I 1111 matters of taste there can be no dispute.
believe what he said then still applies.   Possibly the most devastating effect of a
The divisions under which courses are grouped at curriculum bloated with academic trends is a
Luther( Bible, Church History/ Systematic Theology,      neglect of the subject matter most basic to the
Interpreting and Confessing, and Leadership for ministerial task. Pastors have lamented for years
Mission) make the curriculum look quite good. The thelackof rigorous training they received in Bible,
variousthingstaught underthese divisions,however,       Theology, and Church History, which they say
reflect the interests of the contemporary academic  -   drive their ministry.Students in their last years of
guilds, which are typically disconnected in certain seminary often complain that they feel practically
ways from what churches sending their students to biblically illiterate, having been shown the depth
seminary expect, and are standardly disinterested but only allowed to skim the surface of the Word
in the specific theological task of perpetuating the and its great purveyors throughout Christian
public declaration of the gospel. Moreover,dividing history. How can one responsibly and effectively
the curriculum in this way assumes, parallel with convey that which they have only glimpsed?
the disjunction in modern thought between facts The constructive implications I might draw here
and values, a dichotomy between disciplines that are either can be inferred from my critical comments. The
theoretical" or " practical." The difficulty here, as Jenson question that needs to be considered, I think, is whether or not
points out, is that" when` practical' and` theoretical' are taken any existing institution can bear to make the kinds of changes
to define theological disciplines, neither teachers nor students necessary for our teaching to become as radical as we know
can have an abiding orcoherentconcept of what they are doing."   our preaching is to be. Clearly,more is required for this than
Students are presented, then, not only with different teachings matrices and" strategery," together with a humility all too rare
on a variety of aspects of ministry,but with competing views among those beholden to the academy. Where can we look for
on what ministry is fundamentally about and for.   something of substance in Lutheran education? In this regard,
Another aspect of this division of disciplines is the the WordAlone Network' s Institute for Renewing Lutheran
displacement of that which is genuinely practical.  One Theology Project deserves attention from anyone concerned
needs, of course, to learn a whole host of practical things to with the future training of Lutheran teachers and preachers.
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What's in Store for the Process
Q& A with Luther President Rick Bliese and Dean of Students Patricia Lull
By Natalie Gessert
Concord managing editor
We' ve achieved some things that are recognized in the
CONCORD:  Assess the effective-   
system,  and,  at the same time,  it's like a movingtarget,
ness of the process of preparing stu- g
I
dents for ministry raising up new issues that need to be addressed."I RB: Well, that's an easy one. We' ve
gone through a listening process for Luther Seminary President Rick Bliesealmost a year and a half,  and our
constituency in many areas considers
our curriculum process to be of very any problem in the church always, goes our emphasis on context, reading the
high quality.  After having said that,   back to the seminary— it's always our audience, paying attention to the real
people will want to say that, " Here are fault, either what we' re doing right or world would surface at that level. The
some areas that need attention." Some doing wrong.    fourth is also discipleship and lifelong
of those are specific to Luther.Some are learning,and depending on how you look
specific to the whole system.     CONCORD: Can you briefly sum-   at it, discipleship is lifelong learning but
PL: I would add perspective from a marine your strategic plan and com-   also understanding our lives as lifelong
little different angle, agreeing with Rick.   ment on how you see strategic plan witnesses in Christ.
I'm amazed at how many people work at changing the curriculum? How do RB: Knowing the story first and being
the preparation of our students, and it's you see it helping or taking away?   able to take that in a way that you can not
not always seen. We can see student by How does it address continuing edu-   only confess it yourself but also interpret
student what is actually beingformed and cation?  it for others and how that plays itself out
prepared, and in a way, it's exhausting.       RB: Be careful with this one because in leading communities in mission, all
It's not the same as exhaustive— there' s on the one hand, the answer to this is within the parameters of discipleship.
always more we could be thinking about clear: It's not going to change. We' re Also, I think the curriculum may change
and addressing. taking curriculum off the table. But around it. We've been talking a lot about
RB: Let me give you an example.   what we' re going to do with strategic the polarity of confession and mission.
Eight years ago, people critiqued us and plan? That will be the next step. We' re I think that' s going to change. I can tell
a lot of other schools, saying students going to set up things like teaching,   you what I'm hoping, but we don' t know
weren't leaving here with imagination learning and assessment that will play   — it has to play itself out.
for mission.   That language isn't huge roles, but we' re going to have to set I'd like us to talk more about
used anymore about Luther.  They'd that up with strategic thinking. (Right evangelical leaders.  And that word
say students have done Reading the now) we' re the only seminary that has is fraught with possibilities and
Audiences and other things that have made a move that dramatic, to say we' re dangers, because once you take that
pointed them to a whole imagination for not a preacher factory because, as you term `evangelical' outside just our own
mission.  see in the mission statement, " We equip comfortable walls, people understand
Then they' d say,  " But there, are leaders for Christian ministry," and we   ` evangelical'    to mean something
problems there." And some would say,   took that quite seriously to mean " all completely different. And that is the
It's a stewardship issue.They can't build the baptized." What does it mean for a problem: Our identity has been co-opted.
capacity around their mission — there seminary to invest that many resources,   It has been subterfuged— it neutralizes
are all sorts of money or spiritual gifts that much time and energy not just in our public witness. I would hope we
issues." Often, that vision for mission M.A./M.Div programs but for all the would practice an apologetic and try to
projects massive change,   therefore baptized? get it back.
builds anxiety in the system. Others And that would have at least three
would talk about business practices, that CONCORD: What is the core set areas where it is unpacked. I would go
our students need a much better sense of information and experience you back to this original mission. First, it
of budget, of HR, even bureaucratically want any given Luther students to has to be biblical. How, if we read the
how to move an organization from Point leave here with?      Bible evangelically,if we have a different
A to Point B in a very complex world PL:  Know and tell the story.  I hermeneutic and it is an " evangelical
and the church is a very complex understand that more broadly than reading" of Scripture, what does that
organization.    simply biblical competency.   That mean? So we read it differently than other
We've achieved some things that are includes all our fundamental historical Christians. We read it evangelically. Of
recognized in the system, and, at the and theological aspects.  Second,  to course again, we are fraught with that
same time, it's like a moving target,   interpret and confess in both a missional problem. We are confessing the faith.
raising up new issues that need to be and confessional sense. Third, leading There is a confessional aspect of being
addressed. And it's constant, because in mission in the 21st century. A lot of Continued on Pg. 10
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evangelical. We know, of course, Peter
To the Tete
CONCORD: How would you plan
reae Comgot his confession right — he got his p to address the differences in the
words right, but he didn't have a concept interview, visit:    theological and the Bible literacy
of confessing correct, like Mark 8. So and even some of the gaps you see
what is confessing evangelically? And www.1uthersem.edu/ Concord.     with rote proficiency, like writing.
what is doing mission evangelically?       How would you address those
And it's that same problem with mission.       deficiencies?
You can do it one way and create havoc PL:, The most important of critical
and hegemony and all these bad things have to do more work in the curriculum,   thinking skills also communicate that
that we have in missions' history.I really the same as if you were to define," What we welcome critical thinking skills
like that term, and it's sort of being is excellence in ministry?" I think that here. We have to make sure we' re not
discussed among the faculty.Can we use would be the growing edge for the new also stunting students with the kinds
it? Sort of like the term mission, has it curriculum,and that' s where assessment of assignments we put .before them: I
been so compromised that you can't use will take us. That's where I'd probably think we' ll be doing additional work to
it?Or is it so much a part of our identity?   affirm the student, saying that is where teach writing and critical thinking in
We are the Evangelical Lutheran Church the new curriculum would have to take a North American way. We can't just
in America. Is that a word that would us. What he or she doesn' t know is that assume that all students at the graduate
unite us here where we could have a   " We' re considered one of the schools that level are going to arrive with that. I
fruitful dialogue and that would be the have done the most in that area, so we' re think of some students from our recent
sort of theological foundation for our considered the best in the system.   immigrant community.We so need them
curriculum? And it's not just Lutheran in leadership— they add vitality to this
but has a Lutheran spin on what it means CONCORD: Can you comment on campus. They' ve not benefited from the
to be evangelical. That sort of gets me tho biblical literacy of the students at same undergraduate education usually
excited.   Luther Seminary,how they arrive and as America, and we need to be the place
PL: And Rick,what has hadno debate,   how they leave into their profession?   where some of that catching up and
at least in any time that I've been present,       PL: One of the surprises for me is how teaching of skills happens.
is all of us are committed to the Gospel much it varies. Some really struggling RB: First, we will probably need some
of Jesus Christ. At least what language to get caught up on an overview of kind of advanced standing. Obviously
to use.     Scripture and pass the BPE.  Others someone who has been a religion major
RB: And language matters here; that' s wonder why we are even stepping back coming out of our colleges who's had
our stock, that's our currency. So that's to that point because they are so far incredible vocabulary and time to do the
how to get at that.       beyond it,not only in their wide and deep theological work comes in with somebody
PL:   Whether we use that word knowledge of Scripture but reading it in who has had none. The second of what
evangelical' or not, there' s no quibble an imaginative voice. But, on the whole,  . she said is that in the future we will have
about whether we have a common I think our students master that area to be about the library.Libraries will not
commitment to the Gospel of Jesus well. And I don't quite know where they be about book warehouses— it's going to
Christ. The question is, what is the most master it, but by the senior class, it's a be a lot about resourcing.
useful way to say that today? delight to have people in class, and that's If the thrust of our curriculum
not a systemic answer to a whole.    remains rhetorical, then there are three
CONCORD:There arefourdivisions RB: I think the general answer is that areas we will have to reinforce: One is
at Luther ( History, Theology, Bible,   Bible literacy has been shrinking — it writing skills. It's the rhetorical skills of
and Leadership), and as one student has been shrinking for quite some time,   being able to form an argument. Secondly
put it, "There is no coherent view and there are all sorts of reasons for that,   is the verbal skills, which will go with
assumed regarding what Christian going back to our congregational life in our preaching and worship. We' re going
ministry is for"[ See Pg. 8]. Could you which Lutherans are weak in Bible study to have theater people and those who
comment on that?     and in adult education compared to other can help address arguments on how you
RB: There' s certain aspects where I churches. But if it's a certain attitude, in present yourself, and again, it all fits
think( this student is) wrong. We just said fact, fine, but if the attitude' s missing,   with our rhetorical strategy. If you can't
that the curriculum has a pretty clear you' re in trouble, whether you' ve got a interpret and confess in ways that you
focus: the story,interpreting, confessing,   BPE or not. Our Bible teachers didn' t can articulate in clear fashion— and that
the leadership mission aroundgrammars want to do that basic work, thinking means how you read your audience, how
of discipleship. But within that, there that you should be coming with that.   you stand, all the theater stuff, as well as
is incredible freedom. So if you were to That's why they built that exam. I think all the reception stuff — you' re dead in
say, "What is the Lutheran hermeneutic my own sense is that it works for about the water in the parish. The third I think
for reading the Bible?" you might get—   50 percent of our students. It does not will be a media dimension. It's not just
how many are in the Bible department?   work for the other 50 percent. For that writing and speaking anymore but your
that's how many answers you might 50 percent it's a hurdle, but the other 50 use of media to make an argument. That
get. So there would be some answers,   percent find it really helpful. That's part will be the new library of the future.
some clarity about it, and there would of the curricular change. We' re going to
be some lack of clarity where we would have to reevaluate its use. It's a church Continued on Pg. 11
problem.
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CONCORD: Along with the same ne to' have TEEM candidates, and AIMs,
vein of curriculum, we' ve been talk-     5 deacons and all sorts of leadership that
ing to students in response to this really is just emerging today.
process issue;  we've noticed it is
quite clear that there is no course set CONCORD: How, in your under-
of theological readings. There is no standing, is the process ( at Luther)
bottom line of theological literacy of-       preparing students for this?
fered at Luther Seminary.Why hasn't PL: I think thatone of the things I try to
that happened, and what can be done pay attentionto as I get to know individual
to remedy that? Could you comment students is,`how are they navigating life'
a little bit on that? in a both deep and profound way. And
RB:  You have to be a little more the curricular requirements, contextual
nuanced in that question because there leadership and candidacy,are all aspects
is ( a set list) for graduate programs.       of how complex our fives are in terms
There is an entrance exam that has of friendships,  family life,  physical,
with it in each program a bottom line of and emotional well being. Our students
readings. It is interesting to note that we who can learn to navigate the pressures
do it for Ph.D.s but that we don't do it for here, since being in seminary is so much
the other programs. easier than almost any other place in
PL: I hadn't thought of those terms greater numbers but greater influence life, and certainly easier than parish
I would say that I think there are a few in all aspects of life, in a world thatmill ministry. That's what I'm looking for. If
texts that are held in common by every also be a world of many religions. It's people are learning lessons to do those,
student and those would be biblical texts exciting that we' re not as provincial or to embrace a life that is full of surprises
and maybe with the rare exception of parochial about our concerns. But I don't and new demands and that kind of
ecumenical students. But some of them necessarily mean greater numbers — I vulnerability of new learning. If that' s
would also be familiar with the Book don't necessarily mean more prosperous happening here, I think that not only is
of Concord because it's used in several careers. But I think it's going to be very our curriculum working, but those are
courses. But isn't it interesting we don't exciting. It's never about the church the people who will be vibrant and vital in
have a" Great Books" course? being the dominant force, but it is about their ministry amid a culture of change.
God being God in the world.  When people are overwhelmed here and
CONCORD: How would you pro-      RB: Let me give you some examples.   don't learn from that overwhelming to
pose to more effectively help the We already see the average age of the reassess how they approach life, then I
candidacy committees and seminary seminary student was 33-34, and today think probably the integration needs to
effectively coincide? Do you see any it is 28 and still dropping. So you see a be made.
changes necessary or anything work-   huge shift in who's actually discerning
ing in the current candidacy system?   leadership. Second, in 10 years, all our CONCORD: Last question. A stu-
PL: I would have to say that Lam one of signage here will be in Spanish, but it dent mentioned this, and we would
the strongest advocates and believers in also might be in other languages as well.   like to ask you: " If two people dis-
the current candidacy program. Having Whether our signage is ornot, the student agree about what is true, does one of
said that, I will use this opportunity body will be because immigrant churches them have to be wrong?"
to say two changes. I would like ,good and those who are recent immigrants RB No. And that is the Lutheran
churchwide conversation about whether will be just flooding the place. So we genius. Not only is it a great question;
that mid-step of endorsement might will go back to the future, in a sense. We it's our insight. So I go to the communion
be better handled at seminary. And the will once again become an immigrant table, and what gets me up there isn' t
second big change I would like to see seminary. I think that the curriculum whether I'm Democrat or Republican,
would be that seniors were assigned at still will have courses like Reading the or whether I agree or disagree about
the beginning to the synod where they Audiences, but in addition to CPE, we sexuality in general or on a thousand
would serve so they would have about will have community organizing and other issues, where in other churches
nine months of talking with a particular mission development — anything that you have to agree on your ethics or your
synod. If,in fact, one of our students who teaches us how to gather a community doctrine before you canhave communion.
thought they had no need of attending Leadership options will explode. Not For us, our doctrine suggests that what
to rural ministry or the learning of only will we have bishops, but we will brings us together in unity is something
Spanish knew they were going to have sub-bishops. Because many of the different — it' s the Gospel. And that
Southwestern Minnesota,  they would congregations around our whole country allows us to live out a faith, and faith will
have two semesters to remedy that.  will be ledby laity,they willbe the pastors.,  take you sometimes to the Republican
They will be non-ordained, and they will Party and sometimes it will take you
CONCORD: Where do you see the be supervised by local pastors who have to the Democrat Party. It will take you
church in 20 years?   been through the seminary. And our different sides of the protest line. And
PL: I want to answer the question in educational opportunities will expand Lutherans are first convinced that it's
terms of the church in North America.   because we' re about leadership and not life out of faith that's important, but it's
I look for great vitality, not necessarily just about pastors. But now you' re going life that we need.
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Feeling Stressed?  The Runner' s High
Reap the Benefits Good for you, even when weather is frightful
of a Deep Breath By Shannyn Magee one minute and 30 seconds of running.
M. Div. junior Slowly increase the running time and
By Karen Treat decrease the walking time until you
Luther Seminary parish nurse Theholidays are now upon us, which get to one mile of running without
means that with cold weather and rich stopping. Then start building up. On
He makes me lie down in green pastures He leads me foods, people become more sedentary,   each run try to run two blocks farther
beside quiet waters. He restores my soul; He guides me exercise becomes non-existent,  and
than the previous run. The first two
in paths ofrighteousness"( Psalm 23:2-3)  those extra pounds creep up. Running weeks hurt, but then it gets much
can help with the " winter blues" as better as your body adjusts.
We find ourselves in the hustle and bustle and lead to a well-rounded lifestyle. As Winter running can be difficult
of the Christmas season. We find finals a whole, students and faculty tend to as the weather is cold and the days
looming in the background, papers needing be fairly sedentary during the day due are short. It is a good idea to outfit
to get done and the family doesn't stop to classes, studying and research. It yourself well. Cotton is not the best
needing something. To be the psalmist and takes purposeful effort to stay in shape
material to wear, because when you
imagining lying in green pastures seems a and eat healthfully. Running induces sweat it will not easily evaporate and
bit out of the question.      healthy eating, regular sleep patterns,   the cold will penetrate much faster.
Taking a piece of scripture and praying higher energy levels and a balanced You can either invest in technical
with it has become a regular practice for lifestyle.Runningproducesendorphins gear from a running store or buy long
me. What if we all sat with this scripture?       that,  when released into the body,   underwear at Target, which is much
Close your eyes. Imagine now lying on a result in euphoria or" runner's high,"   cheaper. Wear the technical gear or
field of soft, cool grass,with the sun warming with increased resistance to pain and   " dri-fit" clothing as your base layer.
your skin. Now imagine hearing the sound positive mood change.       From there, add long sleeve shirts and
of a light breeze brushing through the trees; Running allows for a balanced a wind-resistant jacket. On your legs,
you hear a duck gently landing on a nearby lifestyle for many reasons. ( 1) When I suggest running tights or dri-fit long
lake. Moments stand still, and you have a person exercises, they are using underwear layered with wind resistant
nowhere to go. There isn't any shopping,     the extra energy they have, thereby pants. Hat and gloves are always good
working, writing, reading, planning to do.    leading to quality sleep that lasts the to wear, and you can take them off if
Fear leaves you. You feel peace; it is quiet,     whole night. (2) In order to feel good you get warm. With the cold air, you
and you can feel God stirring somewhere on a run, a person must properly fuel may want to invest in a runner's mask
close.   his or her body with healthy food. In or wear a scarf. The mask is available
What happens when you are there, lying addition,  running makes a person at any running or camping store for
beside quiet waters? Likely,your heart rate crave the healthy food that contains about$ 10. These cover your mouth and
slows, blood pressure lowers and muscles the nutrients the body needs to recover nose and warm the air before entering
relax. Your body gets the time for the from a run and decreases the desire your lungs.  On cold,  windy days,
nourishment and restoration it has needed for sugar and junk food. ( 3) People you may want to put Vaseline on the
while you were busy trying to keep up.   who run consume more water than exposed part of your face to prevent
Stress is a risk factor to many ailments the average person to stay hydrated.   wind burn and chapping.
and disease processes. There' s a correlation Hydration can contribute to weight Not only can cold weather be a
to emotional and mental stress and its effect loss, higher energy levels, the loss of hazard, but safety must always be kept
on physical health. Realistically, we can' t sluggishness and a higher metabolism in mind. If you are running at night,
always take our level of stress in life away.      rate. (4) Runners often find they are always run with a buddy and in a well
Deep breathing has been found to help more productive at work and in studies lit area. Reflective gear is available in
relieve the body and its reaction to daily because they are able to focus their the form of tape, vests, jackets, etc.,
stress. On occasion throughout the day, it attention due to the release of pent-   ranging from$ 15 to$ 100. You may also
can lower blood pressure and heart rate.    up energy.Consequently,runners take want to wear a head lamp( which can be
Deep breathing is sitting in a relaxed state,     into account scheduling.    bought at a camping store). In addition,
taking in a breath on the count of four and If you are not a runner,the best way Fleet Feet running stores carry pepper
breathing out on the count of five. Today,    to begin is to start small and build up.   spray designed for a runner at a cost of
one time, close your eyes. Breathe in the If you try to do too much at once, you' ll  ' $12. The comfortable strap fits on your
lying down in green pastures,' and breathe most likelyburnout orget discouraged.   hand( and over a glove) and can easily
out the restoration of your soul. Repeat the Begin with three times per week for a be engaged for use if needed.
slow breath three times in a sitting. Try the half-hour. Do not plan on running the If you'd like running buddies.
breathing exercise once today; tomorrow whole time. Start by walking three Luther's Running Club meets
try it twice. And who knows, maybe by the minutes and running one minute and Mondays at 5 p.m., Tuesdays at 5: 15
next day you will try it three times.       repeat until you get to a half-hour.   p.m., Thursdays at 10: 30 a.m. and
Thanks be to God. Then do two minutes of walking and Saturdays at 9 a.m. in the OCC.
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M    'process  :: MovinLuther Seminary through younger eyes y p g from South Africa
By Sune Swart America] for his Ph.D.). My brother did happy! My coach was proud, too. On the
Daughter of Johannes y fights.V4II       I V still play rugby some days when our` old"   last da , we did team Tineke was
and Mari Swart school came out. And I did still do judo.   on my team. We won again! I was chosen
My birthday came up; I went with my as captain to hold the trophy! My coach
It began on a Sun-  brother to the rugby practice( after home gave me$ 57.
day, after church. We schooling). I saw my friend, Mone; I gave So we got in the car on the way to my
my mom, my brother her an invitation to my birthday.We went other grandma, far away in Cape Town.
and I got into the car.  to a theme park called Gold Reef City; if I love those trips. I liked it to ride in the
My dad was coming was fun. After that we went to eat at Spur,   truck, for my dad sold his car. So we
later in his own car,  the best steak restaurant in the world.       borrowed a truck from my dad's friend.
for he was the pastor. Before my mom After that we sold our house. About When we finally got to my grandma, we
started the car she said," I have a surprise a month later ( June) my mom retired.   packed out our stuff and we went to bed
for you!"" What is it?!"I asked( 1 love sur-   Then all I have been waiting for started.   after greeting my grandma. The next day
prises)." Guess," she said. We thought for We moved in with my grandma. I liked it we went to the beach, but it was a little
a while. Oh, how I wanted a puppy,but I because my brother and I got to sit on the bit too cold and windy.Then my cousins
didn't even bother to ask; my dad hates back of the truck with all the furniture. I came; I slept at their house.
dogs. " I cannot think of anything," my always wanted to move.   After a week of that, we said goodbye
brother( Janco) said." OK, OK, we are go-      During the first week of July,I had to and set off back to my other grandma.
ing to move," she finally said." To where?"   go to the South African Judo Champi-   When we got there we went to visit and
I asked." It starts with an A... America!"   gnships. On the first day, I had to do the say goodbye to a number of people. We
What?!" Janco exclaimed. He was right;   kata routine with my partner, Eben. We had a good night' s sleep. The next was the
what about our friends?We had so many.   got second place that day. On the second day.We went to the airport and set off to
The next year,at the end of April, just day,I had to fight in the individual fights.   Dubai for an eight-hour flight. At Dubai,
before my birthday, we got taken out of I got first place for the third time in a row!   we set off to New York for a 14-hour flight.
school; for we had to go as soon as my dad My best friend, Tineke, fought. She got At New York we set off to Minnesota.
heard he can go( he was called over there first place for the first time! She was so Here I am today writing this paper.
letter to the Editor Something's missing in the Luther "community/
Christianity means community through Jesus Christ and in There are international student families that are tragically
Jesus Christ. No Christian community is more or less than this.   disconnected from their on-campus neighbors, commuter
Whether it be a brief, single encounter or the daily fellowship students who feel like strangers and little opportunity to depart
of years, Christian community is only this. We belong to one from course-work to strengthen relationships in general.
another only through and in Jesus Christ. Shouldn' t we, as future leaders of the church, have enough
initiation to welcome all students into our community?
These words of Dietrich Bonhoeffer's Life Together seem Shouldn' t we be so full of compassion that all people feel
simple enough.But most of us here at Luther Seminary struggle supported and loved during tough times? Couldn' t the Passing
with his concept. The term " community" means much more of the Peace mean more than it does so that, if left unchecked,
than we give it credit for; it's not just a neighborhood or the it could last indefinitely?Shouldn't we then be moved from our
people living in your apartment building. Merriam-Webster community of encouragement and support to show that same
defines it as a group of people unified in a common interest;   capacity of love to our larger communities of Minneapolis, St.
societies, nations and families living in fellowship, solidarity Paul and anywhere else? How can we make Luther Seminary
and unity. Perhaps it's our culture's fault for flattening the a model of what Christian community could be?
meaning of community,either by valuing proud independence The idea of community sounds really nice, and it is easy to
rather than a more promising interdependence or in advocating see the need for it, but where will the time and energy to create
a breakneck speed of living that renders us all blind to each community come from? Already, we' re working, studying,
other and even ourselves. Regardless of why or how,Luther is trying to live a healthy lifestyle, and we' re left wondering,
left to pick up the pieces of its own community with hopes of   " When will I sleep?" Something's gotta give. If we are to take
building a family of called leaders, witnesses and servants.       time to invest in relationships and community,we' re going to
Our first impression of Luther Seminary is that the have to give up time that we spend doing other things, valuable
community is rather sparse while the potential is great. As things. We must decide what makes a good leader. Is it up to
members of the Luther Seminary community, we obviously us to make these decisions on our own, or is there a way that
share a common interest: We are all here because we deeply Luther as an institution could structure the environment so
understand Bonhoeffer's words and are passionate about that it values not only academics but also teaching leadership
sharing the Good News, despite all of our theological nuances.   through building community here and wherever we' re sent?
However, there seems to be something fundamental that
is missing because our community is rather unprofound.   Sarah Clark& Amber Espinosa, M.Div.juniors
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The Sweet Sound ofSpeculation
The Decemberists
By Jeni Falkman storyteller of our lives, bearing us up with the script of his life
M.Div. Middler by taking our sin and death and giving us new life. Jesus has
already come. Jesus is already with us, God, Emmanuel, has
I recall telling a preaching professor that I wanted to preach come and we live in him now.Much like the manger scene of
like Nina Simone sings. Simone has a style that is all her own:   the incarnation, this looks most interesting as we do not live in
rich, visceral, classy,passionate and authentic. She can manip-   glory or power but in suffering and feces, between the ox and
ulate what she sings stirring even the coldest heart to life. I've ass, until what we hold in faith becomes sight.
added another singer par exemplar to my preaching paradigm:      So what's left for us?  The story.  It is this story that tells
Colin Meloy and his traveling troupe of musical acrobats The us that what we see at present in not all that we get in Christ
Decemberists.     Jesus. The news of war, genocide, political impropriety and
Named in part for the failed Russian Revolt of December 1825 famine that lines our wastebaskets is not our telos. We live our
and in whole for the melancholy that surrounds the month of lives as this story in our care for our neighbor and we tell the
December, The Decemberists are also known for their obscure story, a story that breeds life amidst death, a story that is en-
and dark literary rock that, literally,rocks. Jaunting across the meshed in darkness but yet is full of hope.
Rubicon from the independent label Kill Rock Stars to the ma-      The Decemberists, for all of their melancholy,do not neglect
jor label Capitol with their 2006 release The Crane Wife, The hope. The Crane Wife ends with the eager " Sons and Daugh-
Decemberists continue their dark storytelling ways: " Win-   ters," which joyfully looks forward to a moment of arrival
somely balancing frivolity and gravity, the Decemberists as-   amidst its present darkness. When they played this song at
semble an oddball menagerie of the usual rogues and rascals,   their concert in November, we pumped our fists in the air in
soldiers and criminals, lovers and baby butchers."[ 1] The De-   celebration for a time when no one would ever hear any bombs,
cemberists love to tell stories, even ones that appear gruesome,   when there will be no more weeping, a time when we will call
and they tell the stories well. In the same way,we as preachers,   a" calm harbor" home. It is itself the album's denouement, its
teachers and Christians are to tell the story of Jesus, the joy-   final resolution, its final hope; it is a song that we can join in as
ous, the strange and yes, even the dark.       we wait in the hope of what has already come to us and what
In the dark and waning days of the year, when things are we proleptically wait for.
bleakest, we, as a church, begin. We call it Advent, meaning
arrival, start or beginning; in a word: new. Advent is often When we arrive sons and daughters
marked as a time of anticipation and preparation, of waiting We' ll make our homes on the water
and looking forward: we wait for Jesus and we look forward We' ll build our walls with aluminum
to celebrating Christmas. It is at Christmas that we hear the We' llfill our mouths with cinnamon, now
story of Jesus' nearness to all. And what is this story? Jesus,
the son of God, eternally begotten from the Father, is born of These currents pull us cross the border
a woman and placed in a manger, between an ox and an ass.     Steady your boats, arms to shoulder
Jesus was literally born into the feces of this world in an era Til tides all pull our hull aground
of not peace but rather strife; the most infamous example of Making this calm harbor now home
which is Herod's Murder of the Innocents( Matthew 2).
Can we tell such a story without offense?If we do not tell the Take up your arms sons and daughters
whole story,we usurp its meaning for us. Jesus came to a world We will arisefrom the bunkers
that was not ready for him. There was no anticipation and no By land, by sea, by dirigible
preparation; Jesus simply came. We' ll leave our tracks untraceable now
But when the fullness of time had come, God sent his Son,
born of a woman, born under the law, in order to redeem those When we arrive sons and daughters
who were under the law, so that we might receive adoption as We' ll make our homes on the water
children. And because you are children, God has sent the Spir-    We' ll build our walls with aluminum
it of his Son into our hearts, crying,`Abba! Father!" So you are We' llfill our mouths with cinnamon, now
no longer a slave but a child, and if a child then also an heir,
through God( Galatians 4).    Hear all the bombsfade away
What exactly did Jesus get himself into?       Hear all the bombsfade away
Jesus got himself into our narrative, our story,our joy,our
darkness, our pain and even our death; Jesus became the new      [ 1] Pitchfork Media Review, Stephen M. Deusner,Oct. 3, 2006.
As you pick up your Concord, be sure to pick another free newspaper. Through Dec. 15, students can pick up
The New York Times, the Saint Paul Pioneer Press or USA Today, free in the OCC. Enjoy being connected to the
world? Give Tim Wrenn (twrenn001 @luthersem.edu) a shout in support of( or opposition to) this new program.
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Eat Your Way
By Anna Marsh Through the Twin Cities
M.A. senior
There is just something about Chapter 3:      THE GLOCKENSPIEL
this time of year, isn't there? Hot The Descent into Madness, or,       605 7th St. W, St. Paul
chocolate flows like milk and honey   " I' ll Deck Your Halls, Lady!"   651) 292- 9421yes!), kissing is encouraged in public Dec. 17-23 www.glockenspielrestaurant.comdouble yes!), and the wonder of the
Fill your professors' stockings full
season mixes with the shameless joy
of finalp pa ers. Now you actually have B Kate Schruba
of capitalism! While you still feel y
warm and fuzzy inside, take part in time
for all those feelings of goodwill M.Div. junior
these traditional holiday fares...  you've been hearing so much about...
Waiting for Godot at the Minne-  My mother was pregnant with me
Chapter 1: Bring in the Mistletoe"   
apolis Theatre Garage( 8 p.m., through when she went to Martin Luther' s 500th
Dec. 17). Don't look away,or you' ll miss birthday party on Nov 10, 1983. Now that
Dec. 3 9 the part that will give you hope. No my.mother and I are together again for
Holidazzle Parade, Nicollet Mall,   holiday cheer here!      Luther's birthday,we decided to celebrate
Minneapolis— 6:30 p.m. nightly.   If you need serenity now!, stop by the by going to the Glockenspiel, St. Paul' s
Macy's in Minneapolis continues a Nomad World Pub on Cedar Avenue in No. l German restaurant.
tradition with an annual eighth-floor Minneapolis for Festivus: A Festival Given the fact that Germany is
display, " Up,  Up and Away:  The for-the Rest of Us. Dec. 23, 9 p.m.    known for its beer, one would be wise
Magic of Mary Poppins." Go back to the Holidazzle Parade not to order non-German beer at the
Suddenly, a great company of the   ... and do something devious.  Glockenspiel.  The restaurant offers
National Lutheran Choir appeared   >- See the Bryant Lake Bowl's produc-       an extensive beer list that would make
in Minneapolis'  Basilica of Saint tion of (my love) David Sedaris' San-       Luther proud. Picking out the perfect
Mary, singing" Fear Not: For Behold!"   taland Diaries( 7 p.m., through Dec.       beer is impossible, so the waitress was
at 4:30 and 8 p.m. Dec. 8 and at 8 p.m.   27 Minneapolis).  A part-time job as eager to offer my party samples.
Dec. 9. www.nlca.com.       
a elf at Macy's during Christmastime The menu consists of Suppen( soup),
Santa brings my present early this could only result in emotional scar-       Beilagen ( side dishes), Kleine Speise
year: progressive blog queen Arianna
ring... and hilarity.     lighter fare) and Hauptgericht ( Main
Huffington speaks at the Hilton Min- entrees). The most expensive entree on
neapolis, Dec. 8, 11:30 a.m.  
Chapter 4•      the menu is Asbach Pfeffersteak( sirloin
It Wasn't the Reindeer that Ran steak) for$ 17. 95. The cheapest entree isChapter 2: The Immaculate Papricka Brathendl ( half chicken) for
Commercialization Over Gramma...      12. If you' re looking for a cheaper meal
Dec. 2431
while still receiving a large portion ofDec. 10-16  .     
The Heights Theatre in Columbia   > Mercy Seat Lutheran Church' s
k-       
food, order from the lighter fare section
Heights shows the 1954 classic White vent Art Show, " Light in the Dar  with an average price of$ 8.
Christmas on Dec. 10, with live mu-   
It' s a( through Dec. it Minneapolis).  I ordered Schweinshaxe — a large
sic before the show. If that doesn't It' s bout incongruity. Your family pork shank served with sauerkraut,
make you want to sing, frolic and wear
should be in town by now— maybe it
will ring true.    
potato dumplings and vegetables for
crushed red velvet, I dare say nothing 15.95. I didn't know what to expect as I
will
Let the turkey burn while you see ordered and was quite surprised when
A Christmas Carol at the Guthrie Brave New Workshop' s comedy revue,       the waitress placed in front of me a
The Other White Holi-Theater in Minneapolis( through Dec.   Christmas:      large piece of meat with a knife stuck
30) is always well worth seeing. Go day. Nothing
is more delicious than in it. The meat turned out to be tender
before Scrooge seems like the sympa-   good satire. wwwbravenewworkshop.       and delicious. The potato dumpling was
thetic character.      org. equally tasty.
The Ste Construct your artificial tree, thenppingStone Theatre presents Overall, the Glockenspiel was great,
deconstruct a classic Christmas tale.The ( aptly named) Best Christmas and I highly recommend it for those
Pageant Ever( through Dec. 22). www.   See- the Ritz Theater's version, Nut-       looking for a unique, German experience
steppingstonetheatre.org
cracker?!(not so) Suite. wwwritzthe-       — or a way to honor Luther.
Cross assistant professor Andrew aterfoundation.org.
Root off your shopping list — take
him to the student art show named Epilogue:       Up Next:
after his very favorite word, "Praxis/   My Christmas List for Next Year To be announced
Practice" at the Nash Gallery on the 1. A job Hosted by Sarah and Kevin Sumner-
U's Minneapolis East Bank campus 2.... that provides health insurance Eisenbraun, M.Div.seniors
through Dec. 15).
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The Concord asks ...  Speak like a Scandinavian
What shouldn' t you do during with Arne BraUt Non- degree student
the process?
i
r i
yo.    
ax3:
Get involved."
Mark Throntveit
Professor of Old Testament i
Do not start with the assumption
that your candidacy committee is
out to get you."
Susan Masters
M. Div. senior
You should not come to seminary
thinking that you know exactly
what you want to do." 
Erin Diericx
M.A. junior, New Testament
Arne's Norwegian phrase is:
When meeting with the candidacy For a ikke bli nerd: Ikke studer for
committee — and this pertains to
mye, nyt feriene dine og behold de3
all students, male or female — don't
w
ikke- religiose
ear a cocktail dress." lidenskapene.
Walter Sundberg In order to not become a nerd: Do not study too
Professor of Church History much, enjoy your holidays and keep your non-re-
Don't refer to the historic episco-
ligious passions.
pate in the same sentence as the
Tooth Fairy, Santa Claus and the
Easter Bunny."      Ask the Magic 8- Ball!
Stew Carlson* Real theological answers from the ball that knows all
M.Div, senior
Will the eschaton occur
Don' t be named Stew Carlson."  before my approval
essay is due?
Matt Metevelis
M.Div. middler
Yes definitely"
Sam *The views of Stew Carlson do not necessarily reflect views of the Concord or Luther Seminary
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